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The best way to catch bass is to know what you're doing! The author of this guide takes you through

the steps and shows you the secrets of bass fishing. Catching a giant bass is a nice

accomplishment, and a fun thing to do (something you want to take a picture of and post it on the

Internet). The pros have the experience. You have the desire to learn. It's time to get educated

before you waste your precious time waiting for fish that won't want to be caught. Learn from the

best. For example, you will learn: The right equipment to get started Targeting, luring, and figuring

out the best location of the bass fish Everything about fly-rodding, worms, skipping, and drifting

Taking the weather and the area into account before you set out on a fishing trip Special techniques

that will help you be more successful at catching bass And much more! If you are a beginner, and

you are excited about bass fishing, then do yourself a favor and get this book as soon as possible.
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I started fishing in the pond behind my house in June 2017. This is literally the first book I have ever

bought on bass fishing, or any fishing for that matter. It had a 4 star rating and a low price so I

figured why not. After reading the first 30 pages I turned to my wife and said "I have not learned a

single thing about bass fishing in half the book." I was also dismayed by the poor grammar and lack

of coherence. Where were the editors? The narrative is basically random thoughts and advice

lacking in any specifics. Don't waste your time. There are better books out there. I cannot fathom

why anyone would recommend this book.



There's very little actual content on how to catch bass. It's mostly a coaching guide telling the reader

how difficult it is to catch bass, it takes lots of practice, don't get frustrated, etc., etc. Definitely not for

someone who already knows something about fishing.

Searched around for bass fishing tutorials on YouTube. Found some great info but not the kind of

valuable advice this book contains. I like it because it covers just about everything I need to know

about bass fishing. Easily blows those short 5-minute video tutorials out of the water!

This is an amazing book, providing an ultimate guide to bass fishing, miss concise and yet

comprehensively detailed with enough guiding tips to epic exploring fishing in a different dimension.

It's self-explanatory with detailed clues to ultimately finding the acts easier.

Excellent and interesting! This book that will help those who loves fishing. This uncovers proven

ways to catch more bass and also bigger bass. It discussed all the necessary equipment needed in

order for you to catch more and bigger bass. Really worth recommending!

It started a bit bland at first but then I got real intereted towards the middle when it talked about the

things I can and cannot control when fishing and the guide to avoiding mistakes. It has a nice deal

of length with plenty to talk about considering how focused bass fishing is. It even has references

and a handy glossary.For the ultimate test, I went fishing days later with this newfound knowledge

and caught more bass than ever before. Might be lady's luck but the stuff on this book really helped!

This book is awesome for a beginner like me. The content is indeed well-explained and very

detailed so it's easy to understand. I highly recommended this book!

A very good guide for bass fishing. Excellent for anyone looking to round out their beginners

knowledge. It gives you basic tips for rigging, where to look, and general knowledge of what to keep

in your tackle box.
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